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Dear Cane Collector,
The walking sticks you are about to bid on were part of my late husband’s Stuart E.
White cane collection.
After collecting walking sticks for over 30 years Stuart amassed an extensive collection of walking sticks that included gadgets, historical, glass, weapons, unusual
objects and folk canes.
Although Stuart was very passionate about his entire collection, in the past 15 years
or so he had developed a special fondness for folk canes. From the simplest carved
wood with no apparent known carver to those more elaborate and well known canes
carved by Mike Orion.
Stuart’s love for these folk canes stemmed from their organic and simplistic nature.
Many of the sticks had intricate carvings telling a story. Some were simply the shape
of the wood and the carvers’ talent for shaping the wood into a piece of art.
I remember the excitement when we attended our first auction where the prize lot
was a woodcarving of President Abraham Lincoln. The room was charged with
energy and I held the bidding paddle. Stuart & I both wanted that stick very badly
and we got so carried away that we almost went over our agreed budget. But it was
worth it! We won the bid in the end and the cane had a place in our home for many
years.
This is a very special collection and meant a great deal to my husband. I hope that it
will bring you the same joy and ignite the passion for adding folk canes to your cane
collection.

Sincerely,
Carmen A. Figueroa White
Carmen A. Figueroa White

Kimball M. Sterling, Inc.
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Terms and Conditions

Terms and Conditions
1. Cash, check, MasterCard, or Visa. A 15%
buyers’ premium will be added to the hammer price as part of the sale price for in-house,
phone, and absentee bidders. We reserved the
right to hold purchases until the buyers checks
clears if buyer is not known by us. Bank letter
of credit is acceptable. A 20% buyers fee will be
charged to internet bidders.

2. Mail or phone bids are accepted; the firm may
require a deposit.
3. Kimball M. Sterling, Inc. has endeavored to
catalog and describe the property correctly. All
property is sold as is and neither the auction
company nor the consignor will be responsible
for descriptions, genuineness, provenance or
condition of the property. No statement in the
catalog made orally at the sale or otherwise shall
be deemed to be a warranty, representation, or
an assumption of liability.
4. In the event of any dispute between bidders, the auctioneer shall have total discretion
to determine the successful bidder, in which his
determination shall be final or to re-offer and
resale the article in dispute. Title of the item or
items purchased by the bidder will pass at the fall
of the gavel and declaration of bidder.. This is
not an approval auction.
5. Principal auctioneer: Kimball M. Sterling
#2467. B. Elizabeth Sterling, auctioneer # 5757.
Firm Kimball M Sterling Inc. TFL-1915
6. Bidders may bid live on the Internet by visiting http://www.auctionauction.com You may
also view the auction at this site and bid by
phone.
7. Communications: Telephone 423-928-1471.
Fax 423-928-2816. Cellular 423-773-4073, 423773-4072. Email kimballsterling@earthlink.net
8. Worldwide shipping is available. We encourage you to use United States Mail. Our packing
service if free but the buyer must pay postage
and insurance fees of their choice.

9. Kimball M. Sterling, Inc. will not be held
responsible for bids not received in time for the
auction or slow Internet bids. We will not be
responsible for items left on our location for over
30 days.
10. Sale will be conducted at 125 West Market
Street, Johnson City, Tennessee.37604. Announcements day of the sale take precedence
over pre-sale advertising. Any litigation that
pertains to this auction will be conducted in the
county of Washington in Tennessee and is agreed
upon by registering for this auction.
11. Airport is the Tri-Cities Airport, which is
approximately 20 miles from the gallery. Internet catalog and live bidding available at www.
auctionauction.com Best Western Hotel: 423282-2126. A very fine hotel which offers Sterling
Auction a discount rate is the Carnegie Hotel
1216 W State of Franklin Rd, (423) 979-6400
12. Please call for condition report on sale lots
or email us. We do send out multiple photos by
email of any lot in the auction .By registering for
this auction you accept the terms and give Kimball M. Sterling auctions the right to charge your
credit card on file for purchases and shipping,
which your have entered on your registration.
13. Parking service is free.

1.

1. Folk-Art Snake Cane

2.

C. 1875-1925-A well carved
snake cane from one piece
of wood. It has carved knobs
between the snake body, carved
scales, metal eyelets, a metal
collar and ends with a steel 2 ¼”
ferrule-O.L. 36”

$300-$500
2. Polychrome Eve & Snake
Early 20th Century-Nice carved
snake with carved head, long
flowing hair, series of flowers
and leaves between the snakes
body, 3 color handle with hole
for a strap, great old paint, fine
original surface that shows some
wear-no ferrule-O.L. 36”

$500-$1000
3. Civil War Carved Eagle
C. 1875-1900-All carved
from one piece of wood, eagle
handle and the following, eagle,
cannons, flag, gator, soldier, cross,
shamrock, heart, sword, snake,
pelican, rabbit hammer, musket,
deer head, bird, fish, animal
heads, lock, star, anchor, bugs, etc.
Possible civil war soldier carving.
1” steel ferrule, all original, very
minor wear-O.L. 38”

3.

$1000-$2000
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4. Folk-Art Man

“Getting His Stride”
C. 1875-1900-Unique carved
handle of a full figure man in a
running position, great use of the
natural shape of wood, no ferrule,
minor cracks in handle due to
drying of wood-H. 6 ¼”-O.L. 35”

$400-$600

4.

5. Drinking Man’s Cane
C. 1875-1900-Nice and original,
great patina, busy piece with gold
handle, nice sharp carving, grapes
& leaves, barrel, man with a mug,
various bottles & pitchers, tools,
knives, forks, spoons, animals,
frog (head missing), turtle (head
missing), 2 fighting roosters, even
a hand holding playing cards, a
few minor chips, ½” steel ferruleH. 4”x 1 ½”-O.L. 34 ¾”

5.

$500-$1000
6. Carved Alaskan Inuit

Totem Cane

20th Century. North West Coast,
native totem pole with the great
stylistic carving which they are
known for. The eyes are wood
beads glued on, various colors
paint, condition is good-O.L. 34”

$500-$1000



6.
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7. Carved with

Various Animals
C. 1875-1900-Donkey and Cart,
dogs, lions, tiger, fish, snake,
sheaf of wheat and the word
“July” are all carved into the cane.
The cane has 1 ½” steel cap and
no ferrule, all original-O.L. 35”

$300-$500
8. Civil War G.A.R.

7.

Soldier Cane

C. 1903-A full figure carving of a
civil war soldier in full uniform.
Great character to the carving.
No indication of North or South,
dated 1860-1903, 3 leaf clover on
the handle, corps badge, minor
cracks in shaft, old wear with
modest repair, fill towards the
bottom of shaft, does not detract,
no ferrule, probably carved at a
reunion in 1903-O.L. 34”

8.

$600-$1200
9. Carved Indian Chief

& Man

C. 1875-1925-A unique L shape
piece. Carved Indian head, a
white man with a tie, the Indian
head is red in color, (treaty
makers?). It is carved from onepiece of wood, 2 heads then 13”
of rope carving to a smooth shaft,
no ferrule, some spots in shaft
from drying out, good condition,
original-H. 5”- O.L. 37”

$300-$500

9.
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10. Full Carved Animals
C. 1875-1900-Lots of critters
here. Elephant, rhino, lions, frog,
rabbit, owl, pelican with fish, pike
fish, loon, croc, etc. There is some
minor damage, croc snout has
crack, snake head has chip, rabbit
face chipped, but all that is carved,
not bad. A lot of animals have
color, green old paint on shaft,
some wear to the cane-O.L. 36”

$750-$1000

10.

11.

11. The Lord’s Prayer
C. 1900-The Lord’s Prayer carved
around the shaft and the carving of
the letters is very well done. There
is a carved hand pointing to where
to start, shaft appears to be oak,
the cane has been ebonized with
wear to the finish, nice condition,
1 ½” steel ferrule-O.L. 36”

$400-$600
12. Lord’s Prayer Cane
20th Century-A full-carved shaft
in the round. You start at the top
of cane and read in the shaft as
you turn it, the Lord’s Prayer has
initials of carver “MLS” toward
the handle, a leather cord for a
strap (recent), coat of varnish on
cane, rubber tip-O.L. 34”

$200-$400

12.
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13. Rare Carved W. J. Bryan

Political Cane

Late 1800’s-The handle is a carved
representation of Bryan’s head, the
shaft reads “W. J. Bryan hero for
free silver”, “Champion for the
Democratic Rules”, “The Solon
of the 19th Century”, very bold
carving, the face and letters fantastic
folk appeal, minor splitting in the
shaft. Examples done by the same
hand are represented in “American
Folk Art Canes” by George MyerPage 48 and “Canes in the United
States” by Catherine Dike-Page 71.O.L. 40”

13.

$1500-$3000
14. Carved Art Cane
C. 1865-1902--A super carved
folk art cane. One of the best
great carving of a man’s face.
Under the handle, American flag,
acorn, shield, clover, leaf, snake
with protruding head with word
“Reynolds” on body of snake and
2 profiles of men incorporated
into the carving of shaft. A fist
carved pointing with 1 finger
down, on the profile of the man.
There is some wear to the finish,
minor lines to the shaft, the feet
are chipped and the eyes are black
glass beads. Lead Ferrule with
screw & washer-O.L. 34 ¾”

14.

$1000-$2000

15.
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15.

15. Civil War Ship

Relic Cane

C. 1911-This is a folk art carved
nautical relic cane. It has carved
into the shaft “Part of Gun Boat
Beauregard Sunk in 1862 by the
Benton Raised in 1911.” On the
shaft is rope work, 6 Turks knots
made of twine and applied to shaft
as decoration .The knot is also
covered in rope work that a sailor
would do. The end of the shaft has
a small steel ferrule. There is wear
to the finish and minor scuffing
to some of the carved letters. Fine
shape.-O.L. 32”

$800-$1200
16. Carved Folk Art Army

Navy Cane

16.

C. 1870-1890-A neat, carved
cane in that the handle is carved
in the likeness of a dog. The
words “Republic USN-USA”,.
large eagle words “Our Union
Forever”-2 smaller eagles, large
eagle,th words. “Our Army and
Navy” above wings of large eagle
and then 2 anchors carved into
shaft. There are a few cracks in
wood toward the 1” steel ferrule,
some scuffs to cane, original
surface, and a nice folk patriot
piece-H. 5 ½”-O.L. 34”

$800-$1200
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17.

17. Carved Full Figure Man
Early 20th Century-A fine folk
art cane. A full figure of “John”
wearing a suit and tie, then 6.25”
of graphic carving. Canes of this
nature are hard to find. Nice color
in suit and nice aged patina to the
cane over all, no ferrule-O.L. 41”

19.

$1000-$1500
18. Carved Eagle/

Spread Wings

Charles W. Teale-C. 1870-95Most probably carved by Charles
Teale (1817-1895), Bath, NY.
Patriotic carving of eagles,
shields, birds, snake, turtle, acorn,
Civil War Corps insignias and
other carvings. Black painted
shaft, carved highlights and
polychrome. This is a very fine
example. See “American Folk Art
Canes”, George Myer, page 146147 for similar-O.L. 34 ½”

$1200-$1500
19. Carved Fist Cane
C. 1870-1900-A one piece
carved cane with fist for handle,
some geometric carvings and
polychrome coloring. In square
part of shaft are also carved is
a diamond, heart, spade, clubs,
insignias. Possibly Civil War
related or gambling related.
Hardwood shaft-O.L. 34”

$400-$800

18.
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20. Carved 4 Snakes

Folk Cane

C. 1875-1900-A carved cane with 2
sections of 2 snakes in each section.
Kind of a crude folk carving. It
has a great old finish. Snakes are
spotted and those are incised lines
going vertical & horizontal carved
into the shaft. Some age cracks in
the shaft. Possibly Southern folk
art-O.L. 34 ½”

$400-$800

20.

21. Rare McKinley

21.

Carved Cane

C. 1890-This is unique. The
handle is a full carving of
McKinley. Carved into the shaft
is “McKinley Hero for GoldProtection and Prosperity elected
November 3, 1896”. A nice
political cane and appears to
be all original finish, very good
condition-O.L. 38”

$1000-$1500
22. Civil War Soldier-Sailor

Carved Cane

22.

C. 1870-1900-A great cane
with a soldier and a rifle, sailor,
flags, great cat & fiddle, rifle
and knapsack, horse, cow, dogs,
monkey, rooster, woman, and
carved tassels. Most probably a
vet’s cane( G.A.R.) It is very busy
and nicely carved and one of the
best, all original color & finish.
Many fine similar examples can
be found in “American Folk
Canes”. George Meyer. There is
typical wear to the cane, 2” brass
ferrule-O.L. 34”

$1200-$1500

10
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23. Bird Handle & Twin

Snake Cane

23.

C. 1875-1910-A great, old cane
with a wonderful, old finish and
exceptional use of natural shapes
in wood. The handle has been
carved in the shape of a bird and
has also been inked to look like
a bird. On the shaft are 5 carved
butterflies and snakes. What is
unique is that there is 2 upper
parts of snakes, not only 1 lower
part of a snake or a two head
snake. The best old crackle finish
that one likes to see, 1” metal
ferrule-H. 9”-O.L. 37”

$400-$600
24. Mike/Orion 1889

G.A.R. Cane

C. 1889-Another great carved
cane by Michael Cribbins of
Lake Orion, Michigan. This
cane has G.A.R. carved into
shaft. Carved into the shaft is,
“Orion-Mich-1889”. The bird
has beaded eyes as a motif and
all the great carving that one
finds in a cane carved by this
carver. Fine condition, trademark
shaped lead ferrule. A complete
chapter is devoted to this carver
in “American Folk Art Canes” by
George Myer-O.L. 33”

24.

$2000-$2500

27.
Kimball M. Sterling Catalog
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25. Presidential Cane

25.

1789-1923-A carved cane with all
the presidents names from George
Washington, 1789 to Harding,
Roosevelt, Taft, Wilson, 1923, 6
panels with 4 names to each panel.
Handle is a carving of Washington.
All original.-O.L. 36”

$500-$1000
26. Masonic & Skeleton Cane
1900-Rare cane in that the first
carving looks like Lincoln, the
Masons symbol, and then 2
skeletons. This is unique. Not
many canes with full bodied
skeletons. There is also a gator
carved on backside, Maltese cross
& a cup, definitely of Masonic
origin and a bit macabre. It is a
big thick cane, crook handle, 2
part steel ferrule and minor wear
from use-O.L. 36 ½”

26.

$1800-$2200
27. Carved Bust &

Patriotic Eagle Cane

27.

C. 1875-1900-This cane has
engraved in the round on the
shaft “JG Tyson-Veranda House
Norristown PA”. In between the
carving is a snake spiraling down
toward the ferrule and a full
horse. The handle is a bust of a
man, maybe the person named,
carved bottles under the man’s
head, a nice carved eagle & shield,
polychrome stars & stripes. A
very nice touch of color. There is
a shield in back with worn color.
Overall the cane is in fine shape,
typical wear that one finds, 1 ½”
steel ferrule-O.L. 35”

$750-$1000

12
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28.

28. Gettysburg Carved Cane
J Egan-C. After 1865-A great
looking & colorful Gettysburg
Civil War cane. This, probably
reunion cane, has a nice ivory top
and a silver collar. “Gettysburg-J
Egan July 1-2-3 1863”. There are
many corps marks carved into
shaft, green leaves, red letters,
black background and it has a 2
part 3” ferrule, nice conditionO.L. 34”

$800-$1200
29. Carved Folk Art Cane
C. 1927-This carved folk art cane
has the name “Joe S. BasharaApril 17 1927”, other carvings,
cross, knot, and things known
only to Joe. Under the carvings is
a twist carved section, cross hatch
section into smooth, missing
ferrule and it has a great old finish
to-O.L. 34”

29.

$200-$400
30. Carved Lion Head Cane
C. 1875-1900-Not often
encountered in Folk Art canes, a
nicely carved & detailed lion head
with an almost fully carved shaft,
principal motif being different
kinds of leaves, nice colors on the
shaft, great patina to the wood. A
rich & regal looking cane, missing
a small ferrule, minor wear to the
cane-O.L. 33”

30.

$400-$600

Kimball M. Sterling Catalog
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31.

31. Rare Erotic Folk Art Cane
C. 1860-1890- A very nice
carving of a reclining 5” nude
woman, with one hand under her
head and one hand under a silver
apron. Then lift the apron to see
what is going on. The handle is
carved from a separate piece of
wood and joined together with a
sterling collar. The shaft is carved
with a snake & thorn motif, glass
eyes on snake, all parts of cane in
wonderful condition, very minor
wear, and the cane has a two part
1 ½” steel ferrule. A rare and
desirable cane. This cane appears
twice in “Canes in the United
States” by Catherine Dike- Page
275-H 5”-O.L. 36 ½”

$3000-$6000

14
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32. Carved Three Faces, Fish

and Snake Cane

C. 1850-1900-Unique to say the
least. The handle is 3 faces, under
each face is a fish and under each
fish is a full bodied snake. Triple
snake cane shafts are hard to find.
This one goes a bit further with
3 fish & faces. A super carving,
each fish, face and snake has inked
detail, great expressions on faces,
the color & patina is the best. Two
snakes have chips on tips of tails, 2
½” ferrule missing-O.L. 36”

32.

33.

$800-$1200
33. Fully Carved Poetic Cane
C. 1903-This one took some
time to carve. Under the handle
is carved “State Hospital Ionia
Mich. 1903”. Then carved in
3 different lines this word of
wisdom “four things man must
learn to do to make his record
true”, “he must think without
confusion purely”, “he must love
his fellow man sincerely”, “he
must take honest motive clearly”,
“he must trust in heaven securely,
Grand Rapids M.” The cane
never had a ferrule, old finish and
some bumps to the letters, good
condition-O.L. 34”

$500-$1000
34. Massive Carved Fist &

Whimsy Cane.

34.

C. 1875-1925-Huge carved 7” fist
above theball carving, almost 3”
across, holding baton (?), goes into
spiral carving, corset type carving,
then carved ball, whimsy cage with
free floating ball, and then what
looks like pretzel carving for the
remainder of cane, never had a
ferrule. Big beefy hardwood cane,
minor wear-O.L. 40”

$500-$1000
Kimball M. Sterling Catalog
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35.

35. Superb Carved Ball &

Claw Cane

C. 1850-1900-A superior carved
cane, handle being a carved talon
grasping an egg and the next
2/3 part of cane is detailed in
carving. The carving is acorns &
oak leaves, branches and twigs.
The initials “FCK”, (probably
the carver) inverted v carving,
and then carved knots to the end.
Missing ferrule. There are a few
age cracks in handle area, a few in
the shaft, some minor wear in a
cane that was used, great talent in
this one-O.L. 34”

$800-$1200
36. Full Figure Seated

Man & Snake

36.

C. 1880-1910-Another rare full
figure of a man seated in a low
chair. The shaft of the cane is a
snake which has decent detail and
a small red tongue. The man has
no fingers, not sure if made that
way or something is missing. He
has great expression and detail to
his face. -O.L. 41”

$800-$1200
37. Carved Victorian

Woman Cane

37.

C. 1850-75-MASTERPIECE-A
great carved Victorian reclining
woman, with Victorian dress
& hat, holding a book with a
pensive look on her face in green
grass. Minor fading to some of
the paint, a chip on one side of
bonnet, 2 small chips on her
dress, minor wear to shoe tip.
The shaft shows really no wear, 3”
metal ferrule-O.L. 34”

$1000-$2000
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38. Carved 1917 Souvenir

Snake Cane

38.

This is a carved snake cane with
a date of 1917 carved within,
“souvenir”, flowers in a pot, plus
vines and leaves. Possibly a trench
art cane from WWI, it has some
cracks in handle & shaft, some
wear to the paint on the shaft, no
ferrule-O.L. 37”

39.

$500-$1000
39. Unique Carved

Whimsy Cane

C. 1890-1829-This is a whimsy
carved cane that is a bit different.
Most whimsy canes have carved
round balls. This one has 4
rectangular carved slides. This
guy was good. By far the cleanest
carved cane of this nature we have
seen. It is all carved from one piece
of wood. The top of T-handle is a
separate piece screwed on. All else
is one piece, good, clean finish, a
1” metal ferrule, great color to the
wood-O.L. 36 ½”

40.

$400-$600
40. Full Figure Man &

Snake Cane

C. 1878-1900-This is a one piece
carved cane with a full bodied
man on shaft and a snake twisting
around shaft. The man is 7 ½”
tall, snake is 8” twisting around
shaft. It has a knob handle,
missing the ferrule, appears to be
made of oak-O.L. 35 ¾”

$500-$1000
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41. Full Carved Folk Art Cane

41.

This is fully carved with turtle,
gator, bird, frog, snake, leaves,
acorns, knife, heart, arrow and
various other symbols. Appears
to be a 2 piece cane with a collar
of steel, original paint and finish,
and missing the ferrule-H. 5”O.L. 33 ½”

$600-$800
42. Unique Presentation

Carved Cane

C. 1890-It starts with a stylized
lion handle, shaft has “From
JAS-TAL”. Coat of arms and
people doing various occupations,
harvesting, carrying basket,
ladder, playing various musical
instruments, kind of a village life
scene type of cane, grass hut &
palm tree. Fine condition and all
original-O.L. 35”

$400-$800
43. Woman Leg & Carved

Motto Cane

42.

C. 1910-A contradiction cane,
sexy woman leg and a religious
saying “Trust in the Lord and do
good: so shalt thou dwell in the
land. Johnstown-Cambrian, PA.’’
Another line says “And verily thou
shall be fed. Mr. Harvey Adams
was born July the 24th 1882.
1910.” A 2 piece cane handle and
shaft in great condition, original
finish and no ferrule-H. 4 ½”O.L. 34”

$600-$800

43.
18
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44. Most Unusual Man/

Woman Cane

44.

C. 1840-A most unusual seat
cane. The handle folds down to
a steel reinforced piece of wood
and becomes a seat; it has on the
bottom of shaft a carved wood
disc, similar to a modern seat cane
to stop the cane from sinking
into ground. A man is seen with
a full, long beard; on the backside
of man is a carved woman in full
dress. In the down-seat position,
you are sitting on the lady. Neat,
a great incorporation of man &
woman carving in a one piece
handle. Great folk carving. Some
wear to the carving, carved from 2
pieces of wood, assembled with a
bolt & nut, steel reinforced wood
tip, wear to the cane-O.L. 34”

$3000-$5000
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45.

46.

45. Folk Art Painted

Snake Cane

47.

C. 20th Century-The snakes has
plastic teeth & eyes. Very vibrant
colors to paint, minor wear to cane
and never had a ferrule-O.L. 36”

$200-$400
46. Outsider Art Carved

Horse Cane

Mid 20th Century-A stylized
horse painted red and black with
red and white stripes down the
shaft-H. 4 ½”-O.L. 37”

$200-$400
47. Carved Mexican Cane
20th Century-Finely carved
Mexican cane. Eagle with snake
in mouth, snake carved into shaft
with best paint we have seen on a
cane of this nature, 2 piece caneH. 5”-O.L. 37”

$300-$500
48. Carved Dog Head Cane

49.

C. 1910-A carved dog head cane
with glass eyes, carved from a tree
branch, many knobs on shaft, bark
missing from many areas of shaft,
age cracks to shaft and missing
ferrule-Head 1 ½”-O.L. 35”

$100-$200
49. Carved Whimsy

Marble Cane

48.

20th Century-Carved whimsy
cane that has 7 marbles placed
in the cage, 4 marbles inlaid into
shaft and some decoration on
body of cane and the crook. There
is wear and some loss of wood. A
very stout heavy cane, no ferruleO.L. 35”

$200-$400
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50. Big Old Crook Face Cane

51.

C. 1800-A nice use of a natural
piece of wood found in nature, the
end of the crook is a primitive face,
steel ferrule and wear to finish on
shaft & face-H. 8”-O.L. 33”

50.

$200-$400
51. Full Carved Female

Nude Woman Cane

A spectacular full carved nude
female with a fig leaf, Eve (?) A
very folky looking woman with
great expression on her face and
nice detail to body. Between her
legs-“Vatenwes”-1940, One of the
best full figure female nude folk art
canes that we have seen. She is 12”
tall, steel ferrule, nice color and
patina to the wood-O.L. 38 ½”

$1200-$1500
52. Bird Handle Folk Art Cane
C. 1890- Simple use of a twig to
make a bird handle. The paint on
bird is quite worn, great old finish
on entire cane and no ferrule-H.
7”, O.L. 37”

$200-$300

52.
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53. Dog Handle Folk Art Cane
C. 1890-Use of a natural bend in
a twig carved into the likeness of
a dog head, eyes & ears, cracks in
shaft, drying of wood, no ferrule.
Original finish-H 3 ½”-O.L. 40”

$100-$300

53.

54. Superb Carved Bird Cane

54.

56.

C. 1800’s-Great carved bird with
nice old paint. This is one of the
better bird handles on the market.
Nice folk carving, detailed bird,
under the bird is old red paint,
old mustard yellow on shaft, wear
& fading to both. It has a 3”
home made metal ferrule-H. 4
½”-O.L. 34”

$600-$800
55. Group of Three Black Heads
C. 1880-1910- A nice collection
of different styles of carving.
Average length 34”

$400-$600
56. Painted Carved Face
20th Century-A 4” carving of a
man face, green hat, blue eyes,
carved by Johnson, nondescript
carving on shaft, and no ferruleO.L. 41”

55.

$100-$300
57. Unique World Globe &

Snake Cane by Paul Casey

57.
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C. 1978-Mr. Casey was the
premier folk carver in Washington
County TN. This is different,
the round ball is a burl carved
in the likeness of the world, all
continents shown, and then a
snake carved around shaft of
cane. The handle is a piece of deer
antler which is fitted to shaft.
Signed “PCC” under the handle
and no ferrule.-H 5”-O.L. 39”

$300-$600

58. Carved Cow Head Cane
C. 1930-A nice incorporation of
natural wood from the wild to
make a cow cane, plastic eyes,
natural wine twisted wood, bark
in tact except on handle-H. 8”O.L. 35”

58.
59.

$200-$400
59. Old Carved Indian Cane
C. 1930-The first 6” of cane is
carved in the likeness of an Indian
with a piece pipe, kind of a crude
carving, but not often found in
canes, no ferrule, many age lines in
the wood from drying out-O.L. 38”

$150-$300
60. Mexican Carved

60.

Folk Art Cane

20th Century-Typical Mexican
cane, one of the darkest we have
seen, all the typical carvings found
on a Mexican cane, eagle, hat,
snake, gator, shield, rabbit, initials
of “ALS”, has a small steel ferrule,
original dark finish-O.L. 36”

61.

$200-$400
61. Huge Full Shaft Carved Man
C. 1912-This is a carving of a man
that is incorporated into the whole
cane. The handle area is a face
with mustache, dark area is chest
with arms in back, 2 legs, ending
with shoes, man is 28” of the cane,
biggest man we have seen like
this, initials “J.P. 1912” on back of
cane, no ferrule-O.L. 33”

62.

$200-$400
62. Bold Carved Snake &

Fish Cane

Early 20th Century-Very bold
carving of a snake with fish
among the coils of the snake,
vibrant gold silver & black paint.
There is minor wear to the paint,
big thick cane-O.L. 33”

$300-$600
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63. Full Carved Folk Art Cane
C. 1910-Carved with many birds
and woodland animals, flowers
& leafs, probably 25-30 different
carvings, all original finish, some
minor bumps to a few carvings,
1” steel ferrule, big bold cane,
knob is 2” across-O.L. 33”

$600-$800
64. Full Figure Folk Art Man

63.

64.
65.

Early 20th Century-Quite
colorful full figure man in a top
hat with a cane. The man is 7 ½”
tall, stands on a bottle, red, white
& blue ball, then the remainder
of shaft, no ferrule, some
minor wear to the paint, good
condition-O.L. 34 ½”

$400-$600
65. Mohawk Indian Chief ’s

Walking Stick

C. 20th Century-This is a carved
cane made by a Native American.
It is full of symbolism and comes
from the central New York
Region. Carved on the shaft is
Hemlock Creek, Onondaga Creek
Chief & Sub Chief. It has bears,
turtle, snake, beaver, deer and a
false face. A label is attached “Old
hand carved Mohawk Indian
Chiefs walking stick from Chester
Williams Museum, expense St.
Rome N.Y. purchased circa 1964
from Williams”. It has old varnish
on shaft, never had a ferrule, has
leather wrist strap-O.L. 37”

$800-$1000
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67.

66. Full Carved Gator
Early 20th Century-The fully
carved gator is 20 ¼” long with
decent detail and rest of shaft
is groove carved, a medallion in
top of the cane with “R” incised
in it, big & beefy shaft, 1” metal
ferrule-O.L. 34”

$300-$500
67. Large & Bold Snake Cane
C. 1875-1910-This is a big old
snake winding it’s way up the
shaft, carved from one piece
of wood, painted spots on the
snake, 9 rattles on the tail, nail
head eyes with a knob handle,
great old crackle finish to the
varnish, no ferrule-O.L. 34”

66.

$300-$500
68. Unique Cobra Snake &

Mongoose Cane

C. 1875-1900-Not seen often in
folk canes. A cobra type snake
wrapping 31” down the cane
shaft, head of cane is mongoose,
2 eyelets for a chord, small chip
to one side of cobra’s hood, both
critters have nail head eyes, no
ferrule, great old original finishO.L. 38”

$400-$600

68.
69.

69. Unique Snake Cane-C.
1875-1900-This is made from 2
pieces of wood pegged together.
The knob on the shaft is applied,
snake is carved separate, pegged
into place with wood pegs, the
top & bottom peg have come
loose, 2 center pegs in tack, tip
of snake tail chipped, no ferrule,
some age cracks in the wood,
nice color to the snake & shaft,
sturdy cane, made differentlyO.L. 33”

$300-$500
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70. Carved Indian-Bison Cane

70.

Early 20th Century-This is what’s
believed a college football or
sports team cane, kind of crude
carving of an Indian Chief in
front, bison carved in back, also
a carving of a bison, old red &
black paint on cane, recent steel
tip, big old clunker cane, some
cracks in the shaft, wear to the
finish, steel eyelet in side of shaft,
for a banner maybe (?), shows use
& wear-O.L. 35”

$150-$300
71. Carved Masons

Folk Art Cane

C. 1910-A carved Masonic cane
with words “Southern Pines NC
E, Ed Smith, Winchester” and
has the carved Masonic symbol, a
pair of hands in a handshake and
a carved bird, no ferrule, original
finish and fine condition-O.L. 36”

$400-$600

71.
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72. Huge Carved Sailor’s

Head Cane

C. 1875-1910-An absolutely
fantastic, superbly carved man’s
head. This is spectacular! The
head is carved from one piece
of wood, inset glass eyes, great
character and expression, the
best carving and old paint, it is
mounted into a three branch with
bark on it, some bark has peeled
away, no ferrule (never had one),
destined to be a center piece of
any collection, minor wear to
head & shaft-H. 6” x 3 ½” x 4”O.L. 38”

72.

$1500-$2500
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73. Carved Horn &

Animal Cane

C. 1875-1900-This is a carved
handle, probably IBEX or similar
horned animal, carving is done
quite well, glass eyes & nice detail
to handle, can be displayed the
way it is, not bad, small steel tipH 4 ½”-O.L. 37”

73.

74.

$200-$300
74. Unique Carved Snake Cane
C. 1875-1900-A very fine carved
snake cane, snake wraps up the
shaft then over the handle. Much
thought went into the planning of
this, the handle is capped on both
ends with what looks like nickel
silver, no mistakes or flaws in
the carving of this cane, amazing
detail & super clean, 2 ½” steel
ferrule, glass eyes in snake, fine
detail to body of snake, rated
10+-O.L. 36”

$800-$1200
75. If Trees Could Talk Cane

75.

C. 1905-Highly unusual and
magnificent cane that has at
least 10-12 faces carved where
the branches would have been.
Carved into the knots also
are a skull, beaver & tail, fist,
thumb, finger, heart, spade, club,
diamond, and the carvers name
“Ron 05”, A very unique and
captivating piece with a small
steel ferrule-O.L. 35”

$400-$600
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76. Indian Carved

Walking Stick

Mid 19th Century-Label reads
“Great Lakes Walking Stick,
Chippewa”, Mid 19th Century,
purchased Morning Star Gallery,
Santa Fe, NM 11/2/98, shape of
dog, message is part of hind leg,
split end, no ferrule-H. 5 ½”,
O.L. 34 ¾”

76.

$400-$600

77.

77. Fully Carved Turks Knot

Nautical Cane

C. 1900-Canes of this nature are
amazing works of art, carved from
one piece of wood, Turks knot
carved knob into a rope, carved
shaft for 4 ½”, more fancy rope
work carving and the remainder
of shaft, a rope turned carving,
ends with a 1” steel ferrule,
fabulous example of a sailor made
folk art cane, minor cracks in the
carving, original finish-O.L. 35”

78.

$800-$1200
78. Carved World War I

Motto Cane

C. 1918-The end of WWI, carved
into the shaft is “Democracy
Against Autocracy, From August
1914 to Nov. 1918, The Great
World War” on the but end of
handle is a woman’s face and
under that is letters “FSTOUD”,
the cane has a thick red paint,
gold letters, a small pointed steel
ferrule, minor wear, original
condition-H. 4”, O.L. 38”

$400-$600
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79. Crooked Folk

Masterpiece

C. 1860- One fantastic busy
carved cane. It has a primitive face
for a handle and many different
animals including a large snake,
horse and riders, lizard, turtle,
sailboats ,man in top hat, lady,
eagle with flag and much more.
This is a “must see in person
cane”. It is in very good condition
and has a nice original patina.
O.L.-36”

$1000-$2000

79.
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80. Carved Cane from

80.

Natural Form
C. 1875-This cane is quite unique
in that the natural form of the
piece has not really been altered,
but incorporated into the cane.
The handle has been carved into
the likeness of an animal, and
where the handle part meets the
shaft is a carved animal head,
copper band and then a 3 to 4
twig shaft, a copper band holding
all together 12” from bottom,
no ferrule, great old finish, some
wear to cane and finish-O.L. 38”

81.

$200-$400
81. Carved Dog Head Cane
C. 1900-A simple carved dog
head cane from a hickory stick,
most of bark is still on shaft,
incised lines in the bark, no
ferrule, nice color overall-H 4 ¼”
x 1”, O.L. 37”

$100-$200
82. Carved Pig & Paint Cane
C. 1875-1900-Pigs are quite
rare in folk art canes. This one is
nicely carved and actually looks
like a pig. There is black paint
to the shaft and black dots and
red lines under the pig, nice
polychrome paint, great old color
to the pig, replaced ferrule, chip
to one ear, wear to paint on shaftO.L. 36

82.

$400-$600
83. Carved Bull Dog Head Cane
C. 1900-A nice carving of a bull
dog with glass eyes, carved from a
branch of a tree, wear to the lips
and nose of the dog, some bark is
missing from the shaft, ends with
a steel tip-O.L. 37”

83.

$100-$150
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84. African American Full

Carved Great Paint Cane

84.

C. 1850-A very busy cane and the
best of old paint. The handle is a
snake head with green eyes, a lady
head in a bonnet, long beak critter
and a series of carving which
can’t be identified, some critters,
some with bristles, some reclining
animals and animal heads.
Diamond willow type of pods
with critters inside them and a 21”
carved spotted snake through it all,
metal tag, 3 diamond willow pods
have chips, a replaced steel ferrule,
the best old crackled alligator paint
that one can find, best early folk
carving-O.L. 35 ½”

$2000-$2500
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85. P.O.W. Carved Snake Cane
C. 1880-1910-A very fine carved
and painted snake cane, super
nice piece, carved into the shaft
“Made by a Prisoner of War!
Vernon B-C”, Great carving,
great paint, great color, very fine
condition, minimal wear-6” steel
tip, snake is 17” long, O.L. 33”

85.

$600-$800
86. Large Bearded Man

87.

Head Cane

C. 1930-A very nicely carved
bearded man with a moustache
top cane, handle is quite large,
about 4 ½” wide, 2 ¼” thick,
thick old shaft, great old patina
to the piece overall, replaced steel
ferrule, very minor wear-O.L. 36”

$300-$500
87. Carved Folk Man &

Snake Cane

C. 1925-This is a simple carved
standing man with a hat and a
snake coming up the shaft, dark
walnut, not much detail on the
man or snake but is a true folk
art carving, no ferrule, kind of a
beefy cane-man is 6 ¼” tall, snake
is 14” long, O.L. 34”

86.

$200-$400
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88. Rare Indian Wars-

Custer-Indian Carved Cane
Early 20th Century-This is a
diamond willow carved cane,
painted in gold & black letters
“Carved by “Crowhead” Only
Surviving Indian of the Custer
Battle . . .” and “South Dakota”.
There is over 30 carved pods on
the shaft and a profile of an Indian
head in the handle, neat and rare
cane, never had a ferrule, very fine
condition-H. 3”-O.L. 35”

$1500-$2000
89. Rare Carved 4 Snake Cane
C. 1890-Very nice big and beefy 4
snake cane that took some doing,
each snake is carved separately,
some snakes are painted black
and some have black spots, quite
difficult to do, plain wood, never
had a ferrule, some wear to the
paint-H. 5”-Snakes are 25” long5”-O.L. 35”

$500-$1000

88.

89.
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90. Full Carved Snake &

Lizard Cane

C. 1925-A fully carved cane
with a lizard coming out of
shaft, having a stare down with a
snake, lizard has scales on body
and snake has spots, the whole
cane has incised line carving, no
ferrule, great aged color to the
wood and minor wear-O.L. 34”

90.

$300-$500
91. Great Old Paint &

Large Snake Cane

C. 1850-Nicely carved, quite
large snake cane, very bold
carving, painted with spots and
an old varnish finish that has
aged wonderfully through the
years, handle and shaft are two
pieces and does not have a ferrule,
carved from tiger maple which
shows through in places, great
piece-H. 3 ½”-O.L. 34”

91.

$600-$800
92. Carved Head-Root

Sculpted Shaft Cane

C. 1875-A very large bold cane
in that in nature sometimes vines
wrap around trees and the result
is a shaft like this, an object of
beauty in itself. The maker has
carved a head with hair for a top,
a nice early folk carving, nice
features to the face, there are 2
steel eyelets under the head for
a cord, never had a ferrule, good
old finish-H. 3” x 2 ½”-O.L. 35”

$300-$500

92.
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93.

93. Twelve Ball Whimsy Cane
C. 1900-A very nice hand carved
12 ball whimsy cane, cages are
quite delicate and are intact, 12
balls in one piece is very unique,
handmade steel ferrule, original old
finish-H. 2 ¾” x 2 ½”-O.L. 32”

94.

$200-$400
94. Carved Bird Head Cane
C. 20th Century-A cane with
a bird head carved as a handle,
plastic eyes, wrapped in red
cloth, a fully carved shaft that is
wrapped in red cloth and string
among the carving, old finish to
cane, wicked curve in the shaft,
carved wood ferrule-O.L. 34 ½’

$200-$400
95. Carved Face Cane

95.

C. 1875-1900-A great carving
of a man’s face with a goatee,
superior carving, above his head
it is carved to look like a hat, for
a folk art cane, it is a very bold
carving, strong features, appears
to be fruit wood, bark is still on
shaft and is intact, no ferrule,
possibly never had one, nice aged
color to carving and shaft-Face
Carving is 5”-O.L. 41”

$400-$600
96. Rare Two Face

96.

Allegorical Cane-19th CenturyRare carved cane belonged to
Steve Miller, featured in Main
Antique Digest, April 1985
(full page), 2 heads with snake
emerging from mouth of one
head, curls over top of head,
between heads, has glass eyes and
traces of polychrome, possible
occult origins, Provenance
- Charleston South Carolina,
original condition, 2 piece cane,
screw in head to shaft-O.L. 36”-

$800-$1000
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97. Early Carved Dog

Head Cane

Quite Early 1800’s-Carved Lshaped dog head cane, very
nice features on dogs face and
worn carving on rest of handle,
scrolling and leaves, joined to a
well worn Malacca shaft and ends
with a recently replaced turned
antler ferrule, 2 large steel eyelets
under handle, handle is joined
to the shaft which is full bark
Malacca-H. 4 ½”, O.L. 30 ¾”

97.

$400-$600
98. Best Antique 101 Ranch

Beaded Cane

C. 20th Century-We have seen
several examples of similar canes;
this is by far the best. A crook
handle cane, a rawhide section of
16 ½” in that area is a wonderful
beaded section of 4 5/3”
beadwork, 4 colors beads, all in
tact, none missing, then in brass
nails-101, fantastic, the rawhide is
hand stitched, all stitches intact, a
great piece of 101 Ranch history,
great color to leather, beads, brass
nails, and patina to the wood
shaft, probably the finest example
to ever come to market-H. 6”,
O.L. 36”

$1000-$2000

98.
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99. Carved Man’s Face Cane

100.

C. 1800-A simple carving of a
man’s face with a frown, nice folk
appeal, similar canes in Mayer’s
Folk Art Cane Book, Pg. 84-85,
old black paint shaft with gentle
wear-H. 1 ¾”, O.L. 34”

$200-$400
100. Full Figure Man-Snake

99.

101.

Critter Cane

1936-A full figure man cane for a
handle, coming up the shaft is a
snake and between the snake coils is
a pelican, elephant, dog head, dog
and fish, body of cane and snake is
black, animals are different colors,
man has a black body with natural
color arms and head, a steel collar
under the man, possibly a 2 piece
cane, small steel ferrule, wear to
the finish of the cane, date of 1936
carved into the cane-Man portion
7” tall-O.L. 37 ½”

$500-$1000
101. Carved Eagle Head &

Shaft Cane

C. 1900-A stylized eagle for a
handle, a carved diamond pattern
for 12” under the handle, then
a rope type of carving for the
remainder of shaft into plain
shaft, no ferrule, piece of rope
carving missing, original finish
that shows some wear-Eagle 2” x
2”, O.L. 35”

$400-$600
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102. Prisoner Carved-Sing

Sing Cane

C. 1908-A heavy piece of wood,
carved in the shaft a 13 ½” area
of scroll type of carving and
the words “S.S. Prison-July-14.
1908” “F. H. Benedict.” In the
top of handle is a compass, rose
inlay, there is a hole for a strap
with a piece in the hole, iron 5
½” ferrule-O.L. 35”

102.
103.

$400-$800
103. Mark Twain Tribute

Presentation Cane

A cane that was made from a
branch of a tree at Mark Twain’s
home by William Willard,
presented to the nephew of
Twain, William Lacy Wells, Feb.
11, 1927. The cane then talks
about his illness, his care givers,
and his life, the books that he
wrote and his travels. The handle
is carved into the likeness of
Twain’s head, much bark is intact,
some has been carved away, a bit
of bark is worn away, several faces
carved into shaft and writing is in
ink. Never had a ferrule, has some
wear-O.L. 37”

$600-$800
104. Massive Carved Lion

Handle Cane

A large lion for a handle and a
large shaft, at the mane of the
lion, under the lion, shaft is 1
½” thick, it’s a big a branch of a
tree that retains most of the bark,
a steel spike for a tip, shows nice
age and nice patina, one crack in
body of lion-H. 7” x 3”-O.L. 40”

104.

$300-$500
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105.

105. Mike/Orion Carved Cane
C. 1839-1917-A great cane carved
by Michael Cribbins from Lake
Orion Michigan and was carved
for Warren Lawrence. It is a carved
diamond willow branch, a carved
hand, face with teeth, fish and a
duck, many stars, patriotic shield
and a horse shoe with a V carved
into it, typical lead ferrule, all
original polychrome color and
finish, a few cracks in the shaft
from the drying out process, but
the integrity of the cane is intact.
This a very early example of work
by this noted carver and one of the
finest ever to be offered at public
auction A complete chapter is
devoted to this carver in “American
Folk Art Canes” by George MyerO.L. 33.-O.L. 34 ½”

$5,000-$10,000
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106. Tennessee Carved Turtle &
Snake Cane
C. 1900-A nice carving of a turtle
having a stare down with a snake,
what is unique about this cane is
the snake is on one side, does not
wrap around the shaft as most
snake canes. As a person carries
the cane, all detail is seen, there
are initials of J.L.P. and made
by W.R.F., from Reelfoot Lake
, Tennessee .The top part of the
shaft is square going into roundH. 6”, O.L. 34”

$200-$400
107. Unique 3 Cage 3 Ball
Whimsy Cane
C. 1900-A very unique cane in that
there is 3 carved cages and 3 balls in
the cages. One cage is carved within
another cage and then 2 balls
within the inside cage, difficult to
do, the third ball is in a cage by
itself, a 2 ¼” steel extension on the
shaft and a 1” steel ferrule, good
condition and original. This cane
appears in “Canes in the United
States” by Catherine Dike-Page
173-O.L. 36”

$400-$600
108. Man’s Face Handle Cane
with Animals
C. 1875-1925-A very well carved
bust of a man headed cane, nice
details, plus carved in relief, eagle
& shield, initials CWW, a rabbit
through the shaft, snake, lizard,
plus leaves and vines, the shaft
is dark stained, all carvings are
lighter, nice looking cane, crack
in man head, normal wear to the
shaft, steel ferrule-O.L. 36”

107.

106.

108.
109.

$500-$1000
109. Fully Carved 2 Ball Whimsy
C.1890-A whimsy cane that has
2 ball and 2 cages, rest of the
cane is deep recessed diamonds,
into a rope type of carving, there
are many small nails in top 13”
of shaft, also a date of 1811(?),
the black paint on shaft is worn,
never had a ferrule-O.L. 34”

$200-$300
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110. Stuart White’s

Favorite Cane

110.
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Abe Lincoln- Late 19th CenturyIt is a full figure carving of
Abraham Lincoln, under Lincoln
on the shaft is a flag pole and flag,
a log cabin, and 2 carvings that
are stumps, one having an axe,
1865 is carved in Lincoln’s back.
The cane is walnut with great
original finish, excellent condition
(Lot 220 Richard Opfer, Aug. 26,
1995)-H. 14”, O.L. 35”

$5,000-$10,000

111. Carved Civil War

Cane-Rebel

C. 1893-A very rare “Battle of
Fredericks Burg” cane, most
probably reunion related in
making, at the top of handle
is initialized “ALG-93”, being
the year, also has “REB-Yank1982” carved into shaft toward
bottom is a cannon, cannon balls,
LEE, so we think it was carved
by a Johnny Reb, Lee being his
general, carvings of leaves on the
shaft, crude type of carving, never
had a ferrule, Rebel canes are hard
to find-O.L. 36 ½”

111.
112.

$600-$800
112. Dog Head and Man

Head Cane

C. 1900-A very stout shaft with
a carved dog head for a handle,
has a window with a carved man’s
head with a hat, great carving,
and carved into shaft Ricardo
Capera, probably previous owner,
a hard blond type of wood, steel
tip dog head is 2 ½”, and it is in
great condition-O.L. 35”

$400-$600
113. Carved Bird in Hand &

Critters Cane

C. 1900-1925-A nice clean carved
cane with a hand with bird in
grasp, a fish, gator, frog, a 3
leaves stained shaft with lighter
carvings, minor cracks in shaft,
steel tip, nice condition-O.L. 36”

113.

$500-$1000
114. Carved and Painted

Snake Cane

C. 1900-1925-On this cane the
carver used the natural form of
branch to make a snake cane,
handle portion is unique shape,
steel tip, old gold, black and red
paint, some wear to paint-O.L. 39”

$200-$400

114.
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115. Carved Bird Handled

Cane Nail Decorated

115.

C. 1875-1900-The end of handle
appears to be a bird head and
then a section with incised lines
and small metal nails, attractive,
it has 2 metal eyelets and a cord,
plus a burn decoration on the
shaft, 2 ½” metal tip, some wear
around the end of cane-O.L. 35”

117.

$300-$500

116.

116. Five Figures Relief

Carved Cane

C 1875-1900-This cane has 5
relief carved figures of different
men on it, each man is different
in features, there is a rooster
carved under the first man, never
had a ferrule, good condition,
minor wear-O.L. 34”

$400-$600
117. Folk Art Carved Cane

118.

Mexican-1900-1930-One of the
better Mexican carved canes, all
the carvings that one usually finds
on canes of this nature and a bit
more, very nice, nice patina to the
piece, missing ferrule-O.L. 35”

$100-$200
118. Fully Carved Folk Art
C. 1900-The handle is a man
head, on shaft is carved Indian
head, elk head, gator, fish, and
then a carved hand grasping the
shaft, old paint to the shaft, steel
tip, condition is good-O.L. 36”

$500-$1000
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119. Folk Art Painted Snake Cane
C. 1900-A folk art painted snake
cane, unique handle in that it
curves back, the snake has diamond
eyes (glass), painting looks to be
grain type of painting and spots,
missing ferrule-O.L. 35”

$100-$300
120. Carved Man Bust Handle Cane

119.
120.
121.

C. 1900-Has a carved man for a
handle, carved in shaft a horse,
dog, elk, flag, and a bird, kind of a
crude carved cane, missing ferrule,
minor wear to finish-O.L. 36”

$400-$600
121. Carved Dog Head & Grants
Stand Fast Whiskey

122.

C. 1875-1900-A unique cane in
that the handle is in shape of dog
head and under that is written
“Grant’s Stand-Whiskey”, 4” steel
ferrule, nice condition-O.L. 36”

$500-$800
122. Carved & Dated 1912 Cane
A simple carved cane that has
a 1912 date under handle, and
simple carving, mainly a leaf
decoration, L-shape, steel ferrule,
some wear to finish-O.L. 36”

123.

$300-$400
123. Folk Art Carved Circus Cane
C. 1900-Cane starts with a dog
handle, then animals that would
be seen in a circus, lion, rhino,
tiger, leopard, monkey, zebra and
various other animals, also a man
profile, minor chipping to some
of the carvings, original finish,
condition is good, never had a
ferrule-O.L. 38 ½”

$400-$600
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124. Bold Carved Masonic Cane

124.

C. 1875-1900-A fully carved
Masons cane, very bold and
robust carving of all the Masonic
symbols, and then some. A
book, Maltese cross, Columbus
rope & anchor, casket, wheat,
shovel, ladder, sword, shoe, ruler,
hammer, owl and things we don’t
know. A very nice and busy cane,
great original finish, one chip, eye
of Horus on end of handle, steel
tip-H. 4 ½”-O.L. 36”

$800-$1200
125. Carved Dog & Bird

Handled Cane

125.
127.

C. 1900-A most unique handle in
that it is dog form with a carved
bird on its head, on shaft is various
relief carvings of horse, deer, corn,
flowers & leaves, dog has bead
eyes, bird has bead eyes, painted
shaft & old varnish, minor wear to
cane, steel tip-O.L. 36”

$600-$800
126. Eastern Sioux Horse

Head Cane

19th Century-Label reads
“Wonderful Eastern Sioux Horse
Head Carved Wood Cane, 19th
Century, horse in running based
on position of ears and mane.
Authenticity by Steve Elmore,
American Indian Art and is made
from a twig. Good conditionO.L. 34 ½”

$300-$500
127. Child’s Vine-Choked Cane

126.

1900-Probably made for a child
loved by a vine, great old patina,
handle is applied, missing ferrule,
nice little cane, old-O.L. 24”

$100-$200
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128. Double Folk Snake Cane
C. 1875-1900-This is a double
snake cane, carved from one
piece of wood, 2 red paint snakes,
between carved thorns, knob
handle and great old paint, a
heart & circle carved into shaft,
on thorns, some of tips missing,
never had a ferrule, black shaft &
red snakes-O.L. 32.5”

128.

129.

$500-$1000
129. Carved Folk Art

Animal Cane

C 1875-A cane that has carved
animals, deer, frog, seal, many
birds, turtle, and things and
more. Unique shape handle, old
finish that shows wear and an old
steel ferrule-O.L. 42”

$300-$500
130. Nice Relief Carved

1880 Cane

C. 1880- A nice gentle carved
cane with tremendous character.
It has 2 lady legs, pig, steer
head, anvil, whale, bird, saw,
rabbit, pick ax, frog, elk head,
hoof, snake, hammer & chisels,
and others, great old varnish &
patina, the best color, never had a
ferrule-O.L. 35”

$800-$1200

130.
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131.

131. Folk Art Carved Face Cane
C. 1900-This cane is unique in
that the end of handle is a 2-face
head, and small head protruding
from shaft, great old paint on
faces, old varnish of shaft, steel
ferrule, crook is 4” across and
drops down 5 ½”-O.L. 34”

$150-$300
132. Carved Eagle Head &
Deer Head Cane.

132.

133.
134.

1875-1900-The end of the crook
handle is a nicely carved eagle.
On the shaft are 5 carved deer
heads, fox, shield with crossed
swords, heart, checkered carved
body, and steel tip. The crook
handle is about 5” across and
original finish-O.L. 33”

$300-$500
133. Large Carved Dog
Head Cane

C. 1900-A very nicely carved dog
head cane that has nice detail
which is mounted to a separate
wood shaft that matches in color
very well. The head is 4” tall, 3”
front to back, never had a ferrule
and nice patina-O.L. 34 ½”

$300-$500
134. Early 3 Snake Cane
With Animals

C. 1850-I think this is kind of
an early one, 3 snakes coming up
shaft, they are the shaft, under
handle is a horse and 2 birds
carved, on horse body is carved
a bird, fox, rabbit, the best old
paint, applied handle (?) steel
ferrule, minor wear-O.L. 38 ½”

$400-$600
135. Carved Woman
Reclining Handle Cane

135.
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20th Century-A Polish carved
cane of a reclining woman, very
stylistic in nature, on the shaft is
carved “KECKMER”(?), small
steel ferrule-H. 4”, O.L. 37”

$100-$200

136. Carved Nude Woman

Handle Cane

C. 1900-A nice folky carving of
a standing nude woman, holding
a drape on backside of carving,
under her is a multi-color inlaid
bird, phoenix bird, on the shaft
there is a ribbon type of carving
on best of shaft, ends with small
horn tip, 8” from tip is a cut in
the shaft, halfway through shaft,
nude is 6 ¾” tall-O.L. 36”

136.

137.

$800-$1200
137. Nice Carved

Diamond Willow
C. 1900-A very nice and old
diamond willow that has great
character, among the many pods
are carved, a gird, clover & leaves,
shaft painted black, pods natural,
very nice, some wear to finish, no
ferrule-O.L. 35”

$200-$400
138. Odd Fellows Snake &

Heart in Hand

C. 1875-1900-A nicely carved
odd fellows cane with a snake, all
seeing eye, heart in hand, goblet
scythe, 3 joined rings, ax, sword,
skull & cross bones, coffin, nicely
carved and not cluttered, steel
ferrule, all original, minor wearO.L. 33 ½”

$800-$1200

138.
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139.

139. Carved Nude Woman

Root Cane

140.

C. 1900-Appears to be a root
that was carved into a nude,
shaft looks to be cherry, kind of a
stylized woman carved from root
portion, nice age to the carving,
never had a ferrule-Woman 9 ½”
long, O.L. 35 ½”

$200-$400
140. Pennsylvania Cane by

Schtocschnitzler Simmons

20th Century-Tag says “Lot 75
Aston Macek Auction lot 75
Pennsylvania folk carved cane
by Schtocschnitzler Simmons,
dogwood birds beak smooth, letter
with sale 9/16/98 C Meyer Book
etc., Bird is 4 ¾” long-O.L. 35 ½”

$800-$1200

141.

142.

141. Carved Dog Head Cane
Civil War Era-Very nice carving
of a dog head, mounted to a shaft
with white spacer, eyelets in shaft,
tag says “Civil War Prisoner Folk
Art Dog Head Cane-34”(?), horn
ferrule, condition is good-O.L. 36”

$200-$400
142. Sitting Bull Presentation
C. 1910- A unique carved
diamond willow with a great old
finish. Carved in the shaft is
“PB from Sitting Bull” P.B. was
P.B. Wickham of the Wickham
Mercantile Company- “Indian
Traders” of Fort Yates, North
Dakota. Accompanying this lot
is a 1908 photo by Fiske, hand
written letter on the Indian
traders stationary, and photos of
the Wickham Family life. There
is no direct documentation of the
presentation, but together with
all of the info it is very hard to
dispute. O.L. 37”
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$500-$1000

143. Snake Twig Handle Cane
C. 1875-1900-Simple but nice, great
old paint on snakes head & body,
nice speckled paint to the shaft, a
real looker, steel tip-O.L. 33”

$200-$400
144. Carved Folk Face Cane

143.
145.

20th Century-A burl or root
section carved with a bearded
mans face and hair. It has a
steel ferrule, face portion is 3”
long by 2 ½” wide, and in great
condition-O.L. 36”

$300-$400

146.

145. Carved Black Man’s

Head Face Cane

20th Century-Carved Black man
face cane with bow tie, face is 2
½” tall, 2 ¼” facial mounted to
a light ebony shaft that shows
wear to finish, ends with a horn
ferrule-O.L. 37”

$200-$400
146. Frank Feathers (Attrib)

144.

Carved Cane

It has a date of 1900 on shaft,
anchor, gavel, heart, lyre, shield,
Maltese cross, horse show, star,
cross, Mason’s symbol, book with
Vo. 1 Law and different objects,
a letter F towards the end of
carving, good condition, missing
metal ferrule, a few nicks &
chips-O.L. 35 ½”

$1000-$2000
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147.

147. Carved & Inscribed

Presentation Cane

149.

C. 1930-Made by same person
who did lot 103, inscribed
and carved presentation cane,
Hartford Bird Study Club, a date
of Feb. 8, 1930, a piece of tree
from Mark Twain Homestead,
wood is Siberian poplar (that’s
what it says), carved with a head
of a person and a lot of words,
some not legible, minor wear to
the shaft-O.L. 34 ½”

$200-$400
148. Nicely Carved

Folk Art Cane

C. 1898-This is a fully carved
shaft cane, carved knobs, leaves
& flowers, name of “L. Gosling.
Maker 1898” It is in great
condition, great old finish, 7 ¾”
steel ferrule, and a very nicely
carved cane-O.L. 34”

$300-$500

148.

149. Carved Whimsy &

Snake Cane

Great Paint-C. 1875-1900-A
good looking single ball whimsy
and a fantastic painted snake,
carved from 1 piece of wood, the
whimsy section is 5 ½”, a carving
of a bird on a “Ghost head-(what
it looks like), initials of C-E-B
(backward B), great looking and
very colorful snake, snake is 28”
long, some wear to the paint on
the snake, condition is good, very
nice cane-O.L. 37”

$500-$1000
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150. Carved Bird Head

Cane & Shaft

C. 1875-1900-A carved bird
head for a handle with a reclining
animal on back side of handle,
rest of cane is relief carved, rifle,
pistol, knives, pipe, sword, pair of
reclining dogs, jug and a bottle,
also grove and cross hatch carving
for most of the shaft, never had a
ferrule-H. 4”, O.L. 35”

150.
151.

$400-$800
151. Carved & Polychrome

Folk Cane

C. 1875-1900-A carved cane
with red paint on shaft with gold
and silver highlights on the relief
carving, the end of the crook
handle is man’s face, relief carved is
3 people, fish, birds, animals, steel
tip, some wear to paint-O.L. 34 ½”

$400-$500
152. Carved Eagle Head Cane
C. 1900-A nicely carved eagle
head at the end of the crook
handle, for about 21” feather
type of carving, 3” steel tip, black
paint that shows wear, O.L. 35”

$200-$400

152.
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153. Carved Indian Head Cane
C. 1875-1900-Possibly made by
American Indian, looks to be an
Indian face, nice features, under
head is 13 inlaid glass white
beads, one missing, steel ferrule,
face is 2” tall, minor wear to
shaft-O.L. 35 ½”

153.

$300-$500
154. Carved Reclining

Nude Cane

C. 1900-Appears to be a birch
branch with a nude reclining
woman for a handle, nice detail to
the carving, steel tip, minor wear
to shaft, nice patina to carving-H.
5”, O.L. 35”

$500-$1000

154.

155. Carved Skull-Momento

Mori Cane

C. 1850-1900-Not to often
encountered. A carved skull for
a handle to remind the person,
all is temporary, death is coming,
it comes to us all. Carving is 1
½” tall, wood burning design
on shaft, missing ferrule, minor
wear-O.L. 34 ½”

155.

$300-$500
156. Carved Civil War

Soldier Head Cane

C. 1875-1900-This looks to be a
civil war soldier head, long beard,
great expression to face. There is a
steel band and 2 gold color bands
under the shaft, one eyelet for a
strap, one is missing, ends with
a steel tip, minor wear to shaft,
great patina to handle & shaft-H.
3 ¾”, O.L. 33”

156.
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$500-$700

157. Carved Man Face Cane

157.

C. 1900- A simple carving of a
man’s head, made from 2 pieces
of wood, minor wear, no tip-H. 3
¾”, O.L. 31 ½”

158.

$100-$200
158. Carved Snake &

Knob Cane

C. 1875-1900-A carved cane of
a snake and carved knobs. The
snake is 25” tall, carved area is
26” tall, steel tip, has a knob
handle, some wear to the caneO.L. 35”

159.

$300-$500
159. Carved Face Cane
C. 1900-A simple carved crook
face cane, on the end of crook is
a face, never had a ferrule, some
wear & cracks in shaft-H. 5”,
O.L. 33 ½”

$100-$300
160. Carved Man Cane

160.

C. 1900- A carved handle that
looks to be a man. It has steel
collar and a painted black shaft,
steel ferrule, minor wear-H. 3”,
O.L. 38”

$150-$300
161. Carved Face & Grain

Paint Shaft

C. 1850-1900-A carved man’s
face cane, face 2 ¼” tall, shows
nice wear and a grain painted
shaft that also shows wear, steel
tip-O.L. 36 ½”

161.

$100-$200
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162.

163.

162. Carved & Mounted

Man’s Bust Top Cane

C. 1875-1900-A very nice carving
of a man with a top & beard,
mounted on a walnut shaft?, that
is octagon in shape, gust 3 ½” x 2
¼”, minor wear-O.L. 35”

$200-$400
163. Three Carved Face Canes
C.1878-1910- A group pf three
canes with the average length of 35”

164.

$300-$600
164. Diminutive Folk Head

Collection

166.

C.1875-1920. A collection of
seven very nice and petite handled
canes. Average length is 35”, but
one is a child’s cane with a length
of 24”

$500-$1000
165. Full Carved Northwest

Totem Cane

C. 20th Century-Probably of
Northwest origin. A totem cane,
3 stylized Northwest critters,
and rest of cane, rope turned and
grove carving, old varnish to the
cane, chip on top of handle, great
condition, never had a ferruleO.L. 36”

$400-$800
166. Carved Black Man’s Face
C. 1900-A carved face cane with
the likeness of a black man with
hat, glass eyes, steel collar, thin
shaft, head 2 ¼” tall-O.L. 35”

$100-$200

165.
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167. Carved African

168.

American Head Cane
C. 1875-1900-A great looking
carved black man headed cane.
This is an old cane that was used,
there is wear to facial area & hair
on handle, glass eyes intact, great
character to face, has a steel tip,
head is about 2” tall, sort of a tree
branch for shaft, minor wear &
great patina to piece-O.L. 36 ½”

$400-$600
168. Carved Face Cane-Ivory

167.

Collar

C. 1900-A carved blinking man
face cane with a carved ivory
collar, joined to a pointed black
shaft, head and collar is 2 ½”,
good condition-O.L. 35 ½”

$100-$150

169.

169. Carved Snake &

Turtle Cane

C. 1875-1900-An early cane with
a great old finish on the shaft,
there is a full body snake going
up shaft and then a carved turtle,
Indian Origin?, great old finish
that shows modest wear, nice
color, steel tip, nail decoration on
top of handle-O.L. 34 ½”

170.

$400-$600
170. Whimsy-Face &

Snake Cane

C. 1900-A whimsy cane with
a bottle shape object carved, a
man with goatee for handle and
a snake coming up the shaft, big
cane, has bead eyes, old finish to
cane, never had ferrule, minor
wear to shaft-O.L. 34”

$300-$500
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171.

172.

171. Carved Nude-Face &

Snake Cane

C. 1875-1900-Possibly American
Indian made. The handle is a face,
on backside is a nude, both faces
look American Indian, then a
snake winding up the shaft, end
with a steel tip with a point, good
finish throughout, minor wear,
very nice cane-O.L. 34”

$800-$1200
172. Carved 3 Ball

Whimsy Cane

C. 1875-1900-Carved from
one piece of wood, a three ball
whimsy, one ball is stuck, 2 move,
has a knob handle, cage with balls
is about 7”, never had a ferrule,
great color & patina-O.L. 33”

$200-$400
173. Carved African-

American Head & Twin
Snake Cane
C. 1900-A carved man’s head for
a handle, head being 2 ½” b 2
¼”, brass collar and then a black
painted shaft carved with 2 snakes
end with a small steel ferrule,
quite thick shaft, wear to paint on
shaft-O.L. 33”

$400-$600

173.
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174. Carved Diamond

Willow & Snake Cane

174.

175.

Early 20th Century-A carved
diamond willow cane with a
snake among the diamonds,
going after a green lizard, kind of
a crude carving, nice old paint,
shows some wear, missing ferruleO.L. 36 ½”

$100-$200
175. Carved Full Figure Man

Carved Cane

C. 1850-1900-The handle being
a standing full figure of a man in
suit coat, under him is carved 2
children, several faces, there is a
carved lizard and others, faces and
a very long snake, steel ferrule,
standing man is 6” tall, quite old
cane-O.L. 35 ¾”

176.

$500-$1000
176. Horse Head & Many

Face Folk Cane

C. 1860-1880-A very unique and
busy cane. Handle is a horse head
& other animal, a full carved
shaft for 26” of animal heads,
people heads, some with glass
eyes, even a full body nude. The
cane is made from 2 pieces of
wood joined at the nude’s waist.
(is loose) It has a 2” steel ferrule,
wear to handle area, minor wear
to shaft, super cane-O.L. 33 ½”

$500-$700
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177. Carved-Painted Folk

Art Cane

177.
178.

29th Century-A primitive
carving of a man’s bust which is
imaginative, but crude, a brown,
painted shaft, hand is 4 ½” tall,
steel, rubber ferrule, wear to the
handle-O.L. 40”

$100-$300
178. Very Rare Heroes of the

Navy Etched Cane

C. 1900-1910-A rare cane in
that it is carved and etched
with the 7 admirals of various
American Wars, Remember the
Main “Remember my shipmates,
plus Dewey, Sampson, Hobson
of Merrimac, Clark of Oregon,
Taylor of Indiana, Duane of Iowa,
plus other carvings and etchings,
lady liberty, eagle & shield, a rare
cane with inlaid horn handleO.L. 36”

$1000-$1200
179. Huge Ball Whimsy Cane

179.

Probably Sioux-C. 20th CenturyThe largest carved ball that we
have seen on a whimsy cane,
whole cane is big, a stylized
animal head, a cage with ball, ball
is about 2” diameter, big cage, a
strange carved shaft, never had a
ferrule, O.L. 39”

$500-$1000
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180. Carved Man &

Snake Cane

C. 20th Century-A full carved
standing man-woman. Person
with a hat, snake winding up the
shaft, and a stylized snake for a
handle, man being 8” tall, never
had a ferrule, there is minor wear
to shaft-O.L. 39”

181.

180.

$400-$800
181. Ten Carved Faces

Face Cane

C. 1800’s-Unique, handle is 5
different faces, then down the
shaft where a knot is there’s
another face carved in each place,
ten faces in total, steel ferrule,
great old finish, nice old cane,
crack in top of head-O.L. 34”

$200-$400
182. One of the Best-Full

Carved Canes

C. 1875-1900-This is one fine
folk art cane. It starts with a
man with a rifle, Indian with
tomahawk & knife, powder horn,
duck, rabbit head, frog, elephant,
kangaroo, hand cuffs, saddle,
wrench, fish, tiger, antelope head,
flamingo, gator, deer head, owl,
lion, banner, a superior folk art
cane, minor wear, sharp distinct
carving, a rarity. This cane
appears in “Canes in the United
States” by Catherine Dike, page
160, former Catherine Dike
Collection-O.L. 35 ½”

182.

$2000-$4000

183.
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183. Horse Head & Full

Carved Shaft Cane

183.

C. 1900-A very tall & unique
cane. The handle is a horse head,
shaft is completely carved and has
great old red & gold paint, minor
wear to horse head, never had a
ferrule, head being about 2 ½”
wide-O.L. 42”

184.

$300-$500
184. Unique Cane with

Carved Figures

C. 1875-1900-A different kind
of carving on this cane, on lower
2/3 of shaft, where the knots are,
is carved people & animals. There
is a snake around the shaft, 2
people, one sitting, one praying,
dog, frog, squirrel, pig head and
other critters, a very nice carved
cane, small steel tip, super tiny
carvings-O.L. 32”

$300-$500
185. Very Rare Carved Cane

185.

C. 1800’s-A very rare relief carved
cane with 1800’s baseball player,
superior carving, patriotic eagle,
cannons, shield, dove, musket,
frontiersman, horse head, ball
player with bat, cat & fiddle,
dog, rooster, shaking hands,
letters “VS” and letters “TMS”
in a shield, steel tip, minor
wear, carvings are etched like
scrimshaw-O.L. 29”

$2,000-$3,000
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186. One of a Kind Indian

Chief Cane

C. 20th Century-This cane
has been cut in a profile of an
Indian Chief head, and the
paint is great, painted on both
sides, some symbols, DO NOT
UNDERSTAND, wear to the
shaft and paint on the cane, unique
piece, good condition, 6 ¼” at it’s
widest point-O.L. 34 ½”

186.

$300-$500
187. Rare African American

Cane Rack

C. 1900- This wonderful carved
and polychromed rack is the best
that we have seen in the folk-art
field. It attaches to the wall and
the base sits on the floor. There
are eight holes in the base for the
canes, but would hold more. Near
mint condition. D- 24”W x 13”H

$4000- $6000

187.
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188. “Walkingsticks” - Ulrich Klever.
$50-$100
189. “Canes in the United States” Catherine
Dike - This is a mint condition book still in
shrink wrap.
$200-$300
190. “Les Cannes”- Pierre Faveton
This is a hard back with a small tear in cover.
$100-$200
191. “Bastoni Da Passeggio Walking Sticks”
Alfredo Lamberti.
$100-$150
192. “Canes and Walking Sticks” Kurt Stein
- This is a near mint soft bound copy of this
publication.
$150-$300
193. “Canes from the Seventeenth-Twentieth
Century” Jeffery B. Snyder.
Hard bound book with ton jacket.
$50-$100
194. “Firearm Curiosa” Lewis Winant.
This hard bound fire arms book has a complete
chapter devoted to firearms canes.
$50-$100
195. “Canes and Walking Sticks” Kurt Stein
- Fine condition, orange edition, and it is in
above average condition.
$150-$300
196. “Canes and Walking Sticks” Kurt Stein
- Hardbound copy in green and it is a library
edition.
$200-$300
197. “The Gold Headed Cane” – William
Munk - This is a 1st edition, published in 1884.
$100-$200
198. “The Romance Behind Walking Canes”
William J. Burtscher.
$100-$200
199. “L’Age de la maturite, La canne et ses
mysteres-Mussee de Carouge”
$100-$200
200. “Follmer, Clougg & Co” This is a turn
of the century mail order catalog for umbrellas,
parasols and canes, it has 72 pages with
engravings of handles and price lists.
$100-$200
201. “The Gold-Headed Cane” William
Macmichael. This is a decorative leather book,
special edition, copyright 1993 which was
originally published in 1915.
$100-$200
202. “Fascinating Walking Sticks” A.E.
Boothroyd. This is an original hardbound
edition, published in 1970 with its original
jacket.
$100-$200
203. “Les Collections Cannes” Sergio
Coradeschi, Mauerizio De Paoli. Hardbound
coffee table book published in 1993, original
dust jacket.
$100-$200
204. “Spazierstocke” Ulrich Klever.
Hardbound with torn dust jacket.
$100-$200
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205. Lot of two books.
$200-$300
206. Lot of two books including an original
edition of “The Gold Headed Cane” and a
1993 edition.
$100-$300
207. Bat Masterson-Gene Barry
autographed publicity shot. This photograph
is signed to Stuart from Gene.
$50-$100
208. “Hand me Down my Walking’ Cane”
Original sheet music.
$20-$40

207.

208.

209.

209. “Family Walking Sticks” George
Mogridge. Late 19th century.
$50-$100
210. Group of 8 books including novels,
poems, stories and other assorted items.
$200-$400

211.

210.

211.

Unusual Curved Oak Showcase

This Case by M.J. Ades and Co. of Baltimore, MD is one of
the finest small cases we have ever offered at auction. It has
a Stick and ball twenty-five slot grid and a stepped base. H
40”, W 13”, D 13 ½”.

$1500-$2500
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213.

212. Walker Cane
C. 1860. A hand lathed, three
legged, walnut cane. It has
original finish. OL-33”.

212.

$200-$400
213. Comical Cork Cane
C. 1850-1875. A massive cork
shaft with a wood handle which is
decorated with the slogan “Here’s
the Cork but Where’s the Bottle”
It has a 2” brass and iron ferrule.
OL-36 ½”.

$500-$1000
214.

Ivory Crutch

C. 1880-1900. A stout ivory
crutch with minor cracks, ivory
ring collar, honey Malacca shaft
and a horn ferrule. It has a silver
medallion inserted into the shaft
signed Gallitz-Budapest-Paris. H.
4” x 3”, OL 35.

$400-$600

214.

215. Erotic Head Knocker
C. 1960. An erotic bronze handle,
hardwood shaft and no ferrule.
H. 4” x 1 ½”, OL 36”.

$200-$400

215.
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216. Whale Tooth Cane

216.

C. 1880. This is a solid tooth
attached to a Malacca shaft with
enamel painted collar and a bi-metal
ferrule. H. 3 ½ x 1 ½” OL 34”.

$300-$500
217. Silver and Malacca Dress

219.

C.1820. An engraved silver cap
handle, two large silver eyelets,
Malacca shaft and a 4” brass
ferrule. H. 3/8” x 1”. OL 35”.

$300-$500
218. Silver Court Cane
C. 1880. A signed sterling
pommel handle, ebonized wood
shaft with painted eyelets and a
bi-metal ferrule. H. 1 ½” x 2 ½”,
OL 52”.

217.
218.

$400-$800
Rose Gardeners
System Stick.
219.

Late 19th c. A very fine example
of this French cane. The handle
is signed Fleur and the cutter is
signed Brevect. This cane is in
very fine condition. OL 42”

$500-$1000
220.

Deco Dress Cane

C. 1925. A most unusual green
and gold handle and tested at
least 14 ct gold handle, ebony
oval shaft and a 1” horn ferrule.
H. 1” x 7/8”, OL 36”.

220.

$400-$600
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221. Ebony and Ivory Dress
C. 1940. An unusual stylized
dress cane with ivory inlaid
into horn. It has a metal collar,
ebonized shaft and no ferrule. H.
2 ½” x 2 ½”. OL 35”.

222.
221.
223.

$300-$500
222. Lucite Dog Cane
C. 1945. A very well carved dog
with two colored glass eyes, raised
collar, ebony shaft and a horn
ferrule. H. 2”x 1 ½”, OL 34 ½.

$200-$300
223. Two Silver Canes
C. 1890. A Pair of silver dress
canes, one with an ebony shaft
and one with a twisted vine. Avg.H. 1 ¼” x 1 ¼” OL 34 ½”.

$150-$250

224.

224. Rare Dentist

System Stick

C. 1880. This is a most unusual
system stick which contains 8
miniature dental tools in the
shaft. The ivory top unscrews
from a center cast steel screw, it
has a scribed metal collar, tapered
mahogany shaft and a bi-metal
ferrule. The top of the handle is
decorated with a silver substance
which has an appearance of an
early filling. There is average
ivory striations and cracks in the
tooth. H. 1 ½ x 1 3/8, OL 35 ½.

$2000-$3000
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225. Carved and Painted

Horn Bird

C. 1880. This unusual bird has glass
eyes, chipped carved horn metal
collar, mahogany shaft and a bimetal ferrule. H. 4” x 4”, OL 36”.

225.

$300-$500
226.

Stag Court Cane

226.

C. 1790. A very nice example of
this genre with a stag handle that
has a coin silver monogrammed
cartouche, silver collar , two silver
eyelets, two silver mid collars and
a 3 ½” brass ferrule. H. 2” x 2
¼”, OL 41”.

$500-$1000
227. Silver Art Nouveau

227.

C. 1900. A very nice silver,
signed but un-readable semi nude
lady picking a rose. An ebony
shaft and a metal ferrule. H. 4” x
3 ½”, OL 37 ½.

$500-$1000
228. Ornate Gold Dress
C 1880. A very ornate gold filled
dress cane, snake wood shaft and
a bi-metal ferrule. H. 3” x 2 ½”,
OL 34 ½.

$200-$400

228.

229. Silver Dress Crutch
C. 1900. This signed 800 silver
handle is attached to a hardwood
shaft and has a horn ferrule. H.
4” x 3 1/3”, OL 34”.

$300-$400

229.
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230. Horse Hoof Handle
C. 1880. A very nicely done silver
plated handle, a twig spur shaft
and a bi-metal ferrule. H 4 ½” x
2” OL 34”.

$150-$300

230.

231. Art Nouveau Silver
C. 1890. A nice signed 800 silver
continental semi-nude handle,
mahogany shaft and a horn
ferrule. H. 4”x 2 ½”, OL 34 ½”.

$500-$1000

231.

232. Carved Wooden Dog
C. 1930. A finely carved wooden
dog with two colored glass eyes,
brass collar, hard maple shaft and
horn ferrule. H. 2 ½ “ x 2 ½”.
OL 34 ½”.

$200-$400
233. Asian Carved Stone
C. 1900. An unusual carved ,
possible jade, horse head. The
shaft is a faux carved bamboo
exotic wood and has a horn
ferrule. H. 2” x 2 ½” OL 35”.

232.

$300-$500

233.
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234.

Ivory Pique

Dated 1754. A very nice and
early example of this style of cane.
The handle is inscribed 1754
and also has another unreadable
description. The metal collar
also has a second presentation of
1771-1877 when the cane was
probably given to a gentleman
with the initials W.E. It has a half
bark well worn malacca shaft and
a 6 ½” iron ferrule. H. 1 ½” x 2
¾”, OL 32 ½”.

$2000-$4000

234.
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235. African Trophy Cane
C. 1920. A two-piece crutch
handle, carved horn cane with
five ivory inserts. The handle
is probably the horn of a water
buffalo and the shaft is an exotic
African handle. No ferrule and
probably never had one. H 5” x
5”, OL 35”.

$300-$500
Native American
Beaded Cane
236.

236.
235.
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C. 1920. A very nicely done, fully
beaded cane which has average
damage and bead loss. OL 36”.

$400-$600

In Memory of my friend Stuart
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